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Background 

Cancer is currently the second cause of death 

worldwide, with 90% of mortality resulting from local 

or metastatic tumour-cell spreading. A critical step in 

metastasis formation is forceful invasion of tumour-

detached cancer cells through dense tissue-

microenvironments. To traverse their surroundings, 

invading cells must change morphology and apply 

forces. We and others have shown that invasive, 

metastatic cells are dynamically softer both internally 

[1,2] and externally as compared to non-invasive or 

benign cells, yet can also adapt and apply strong 

adhesive [3] and invasive [4,5] forces if advantageous. 

This perspective talk will be used to discuss the unique, 

highly dynamic and adaptable mechanobiology of 

cancer cells as well as the mechanostructure and force 

application mechanisms that facilitate invasiveness. In 

addition, we will demonstrate how mechanobiology 

may innovatively be used to rapidly provide a clinically 

relevant cancer diagnosis and prognosis of metastasis 

likelihood, potentially also identifying target body-site.  

 

Recent advances 

The current, clinical gold-standard for tumour staging 

and treatment-choice is histopathological examination, 

which may take several weeks. Over the last decade we 

have shown that invasiveness of cancer and tumour cells 

may rapidly (2-3 hours) be evaluated in vitro via their 

forceful interactions [4,6]. Specifically, invasive cancer-

cell subsets can forcefully push into and indent elastic, 

impenetrable, physiological-stiffness, synthetic gels 

[4,7], while non-invasive or benign cells do not 

significantly indent gels. The ensuing mechanical 

invasiveness measure, combining the percent of 

indenting cells and their attained depths, provided 

accurate, early prediction of invasiveness in agreement 

with clinical prognosis [7,8]. Invasive subpopulations 

include, for example, cancer stem cells [9], associated 

with grim patient prognosis. 

Invasive force application mechanisms require cells to 

adapt their mechanostructure and interact with their 

microenvironment (cells & substrate). Cells reorganize 

their dynamic cytoskeleton [10,11] to facilitate force 

application. Via finite element models (FEM), we have 

shown that invasive-indentations must include a normal 

force element [12], and are not, e.g., a side-effect of 

strong, adhesive tractions. Solid-tumour cells typically 

invade via collective migration attached cell-cohorts 

that typically utilize strong cell-cell bonds. We have 

shown, however, that closely adjacent cells can indent 

more deeply than well-spaced cells, even without direct 

cell-cell interactions [5], likely resulting from substrate-

mediated additive and synergistic force-interactions 

[13]. We have further observed that cell invasiveness is 

highly dependent on microenvironment/gel mechanics 

[3,4], yet cell mechanics effects are minimal [13]. 

Mechanobiology can thereby be used to rapidly predict 

tumour invasiveness, nevertheless there is more to learn 

from the mechanical interactions of invasive cells.  

 

Future directions 

As organs vary in stiffness and the mechanical 

invasiveness is affected by gel mechanics, future 

developments include an approach to predict the likely 

metastatic body-site, within the same time-frame. We 

will discuss the ability to rapidly and quantitative predict 

the likelihood for metastasis and its effects on the clinic.   
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